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these techniques are good for quartz 
points, clusters, or towers; size does not matter

ASSUMPTIONS

Your dominate hand is usually the receiving hand, energy

moves towards you. Your non-dominate hand, the giving

hand energy moves away. Do what feels natural for you if

that doesn't resonate.

Quartz is the master crystal, a versatile and powerful crystal
that vibrates 32,768 times per second. Everything that

touches it is magnified, elevated, and energized. Crystals
want to take care of you, and you should treat them with the
love and respect they show to you. Everyone has the power

to communicate with crystals, but it may take practice.

Crystals that come from quartz can be substituted like

citrine, amethyst, rose quartz, or any variety of quartz



ask the crystal if it wants to work with you

BEFORE YOU BEGIN

Hold the crystal to your chest and ask if it wants to work

with you on whatever it is you want to do. To calibrate,

ask the crystal to show you yes and then no. 

My "yes" is a pulling feeling foward, "no" is falling back.

Another way to ask the crystal is with muscle testing

techniques. Hold your thumb and pointer fingers on both

hands like interlocking rings above the crystal. Ask your

crystal and if your fingers pull apart, that is a no; if your

fingers have a strong connection, that is yes.

Each crystal is unique in what it wants to work with you on,
not all quartz is created equal, they all have differnt jobs.



crystals need cleaning, just like you

CLEAN YOUR QUARTZ

If your crystal is coming out of storage, has worked

hard for you, or just feels off, it may be time to clean

the energy. You can also ask it if it needs cleaning.

For quartz points, my favorite method is to hold the

point facing out a window and rub my finger from

base to point. you will feel sticky parts, this is what

needs to be cleaned. Keep rubbing each side to the

point till your finger runs over the crystal smoothly.

warning, not all crystals can be in water or salt, so do

research.

Cover the crystals in smoke from smudging,

incense, or wood.

Play the crystal a sound bath

Use the power of reiki 

Place under the full moon

Place under running water

Place in salt

Check in with yourself and your crystal to figure out your
best method



one single-terminated quartz point

SEND MESSAGES

Hold the quartz in your giving hand at the base with

the point facing out.

Hold the crystal facing away from you and while

thinking of the person and saying the message you

want to send,  hit the base of the crystal with your

other hand.

If you know where the receiver of your message is,

you can direct the crystal towards them, otherwise go

wild and hit/spin until you feel satisfied.

You can send messages to outer space, plants, mountains,
communicate with anything!



two single-terminated quartz points

RECIEVE MESSAGES

In your giving hand, hold a crystal with the point

facing away, and hold the other crystal in your

receiving hand point facing to you.

Hold your arms in an "L" shape without resting them

on anything so the energy can flow out and in freely.

Project your question out your giving hand with words,

visualization, emotions (anything that helps paint the

picture of what you need to know about).

Quietly wait for the answer to come to you.

Trust that the messages you receive are for you, let

the thoughts come.

These messages may come from your guides, teachers,
aliens, ancestors...



towers amplify, clusters scatter energy

SET INTENTIONS

Choose a crystal that wants to help you with this

specific intention, goal, state of mind, whatever.

Hold the crystal to your heart and fill the crystal with

all the thoughts, feelings, visions about what you

want the crystal to help you do.

When you feel the crystal is full, place in a prominent

place, on your body, or wherever makes sense for

you.

Crystals can work for you when they are on or off

your body, it just depends what you want from the

crystal.

Typically, a cluster or tower crystal is more for

amplifying the energy when not on your person.

Setting an intention is charging your crystal with

energy.

This is an easy everyday magic you can incorporate



you can use any type of crystal/stone for this

CRYSTAL WATER

Use the method to set intentions with the stones that

want to help you make crystal water.

Fill jar or bottle with clean water and close with a lid,

place it somewhere it will not be disturbed.

Place the crystal(s) around the container and tell the

water your intentions.

When you're done, cover everything (with

fabric/cloth/bandana whatever) to lock-in the magic

and let sit undisturbed for at least 24 hours.

There are many additions you can add to this magic

Work with the moon, zodiac sign, or season

change.

Add a powerful prayer or mantra on the container

or paper and place the container on it.

Amplify the magic by placing everything on

copper or a selenite charging plate.

Add essential oils.

Use the water anyway that you want. the vibration is very
strong and can amplify anything like plants, food, other

water. spray it on yourself, drink it, or anoint - your
imagination is your limit.



use this information to deepen your
relationship with your crystals

THANK YOU!

Adding crystals to your everyday magic is a great way

to amplify your skills, rituals, and manifestations.

Crystals are here to be our friends, mentors, lovers,

children, work buddies and more!

Adding crystals to your life is wonderful way to work

with the subtle energies of our world.

Crystals have a tendency to want to be around more

crystals, you can certainly do a lot with one crystal

but you may find yourself wanting more and more.

If you love a crystal, it is more than likely the crystal

feels the same way about you.

If you would like to know more about how crystals can help
you connect to the Akashic Records, go to

AlreadyAllRight.com


